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Save $19.97 off the individual list price when you purchase these tracks as a collection Abundance

comes via many influences, but some of these are more important than others. For most people this

means establishing first an inner harmony that is congruent with the very nature of the energy of

abundance itself. What does this equate to? For many people it means feeling balanced inside, happy,

joyous, connected with their environment and the "right" people in a positive and healthy way and being

able to justly discriminate between what is toxic or not. Carl Jung the famous psycho-therapist worked

with the concept of the 'archetype' a sort of qualifiable unit of energy that personified an experiential,

existential profile that is known to play out in the human psyche. These profiles could be described with

simple labels like ; hero, villain, father, mother, brother, sister... Or on a more complex pattern, Jung might
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use astrological symbolism to describe a mental emotional state using mythic correspondences of

planetary bodies that according to myth had specific characteristics of human behavior, i.e. Mars =

Dynamism in action, Jupiter = Wisdom, Venus = Loving Feelings, etc. Making this more complex still we

can place the planets in signs and create richer more detailed personality expressions. We also see a

similar expression energetically occurring in the extended Tarot cards and I-Ching, where a given card or

hexagram describes a life condition that the average person may experience within themselves or in their

external environment around them at different times in their life. If we were to review this menagerie of

archetypal labels, could we find some that correspond to mind and emotional states we would consider

conducive to resonating to the state of Abundance? Of course we could and likely more than just one! So

where to start and which one to choose first to induce strong motive forces of Abundance inside? The

positive aspects of Mercury in Cancer and the upright card of the Queen of Cups is a good place to start!

But what might we expect from a frequency that can induce these states and experiences in us? Well,

why not check out some descriptions of the Queen of cups online ;

psychic-revelation.com/reference/q_t/tarot/tarot_cards/cups_queen.html

crystal-reflections.com/tarot2/rider/queen_c.htm Obviously one can see how beneficial the positive form

of this energy would be in ones life. What about Mercury in Cancer, the positive aspects? See ; "Mercury

in Cancer makes the mind receptive, emotional, reflecting, retentive, impressionable, sensitive, and

intuitive. Thoughts tend to be connected to feelings, the surroundings, and often have a good sense of

rhythm" san.beck.org/Astro-Mercury.html Also ; Mercury in Cancer gives a clear intellect, a good memory

and superlative adaptability. This combination provides the native with a tenacity of thought and a vivid

imagination. Therefore it greatly enhances the direct assimilation of knowledge. The native here has a

remarkable ability to understand and see the other side. His mind is of strong sensitiveness with an

excellent quality of tolerance. ========================================================

USAGE INFO: Loop both or just one of the tracks and play back as audio or silent delivery. For more

detailed instructions on general use please watch this video ; youtube.com/watch?v=gI_z-PgwMhs

======================================= These tracks can be used in conjunction with the

Financial Vitality series ; soundofstars.org/newstuff.htm soundofstars.org/financialvitality.htm
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